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Abstract: Da’wah activities in Islam are an obligation that must be carried out by every Muslim without exception. However, the perpetrators of da’wah are also required to understand the object of da’wah, this statement has been applied by mothers in completing the blindness of the Qur’an in early childhood. Where the success of da’wah built by mothers, is not because they are good at processing the words that are used in their da’wah activities, but because of the da’wah methods that are built according to the needs of the mad’u or object recipients of the da’wah material. So, in this article we want to know how the da’wah method is used by mothers. The purpose of this study is to dismantle the success of da’wah built by mothers. The method in this study uses qualitative research of the Phenomenological type. The findings in this article have shown that mothers can build an effective da’wah movement and are able to overcome Al-Qur’an literacy in young children at the Fathur Rahman Mosque by using three da’wah methods that were developed, namely: First, the motivational da’wah method. The two methods of preaching reward. The three methods of preaching are singing and sima’i.
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INTRODUCTION

As a da'wah religion, Islam does not stop calling its adherents to always spread Islamic teachings indiscriminately to those who become the targets or recipients of their da'wah materials. It is evident in the Islamic motto using the words "Islam Rahmatan lil'alamin."

In the lafadz lil'alamin, which means Islam is for the universe. That means that disseminating Islamic da'wah material is focused on more than just the adherents of Islam themselves. But to all nature, followers of Islam and not teenagers, old, small children, and others. Therefore, in disseminating his da'wah material, he is not required to spread it to certain circles but is general. Because basically, preaching is an attempt to realize Islamic religious teachings in human life.¹

So da'wah activity is the center point in spreading Islam. Therefore the progress of Islam depends on the missionary activities carried out. Therefore, the religion of Islam is very dynamically dependent on a da'wah activity carried out continuously, without any pauses. Because if there is a pause in da'wah activities, the Islamic religion may experience a setback, as well as paralysis in the development of Islam. It is proven that the spread of Islam to all corners of the world thanks to the existence of a da'wah activity carried out by the Prophet Muhammad, which his followers then continued.²

Therefore, da'wah activities in Islam, is an obligation that must be carried out by every Muslim, as long as this world still exists. So da'wah will always be attached to be an obligation for all mankind like the obligation to seek knowledge, pray, zakat and others. Although da'wah is an obligation that every Muslim must do. However, it is not required to disseminate to the public because it depends on the capacity of knowledge it has. If the knowledge possessed is considered qualified, it is mandatory to do da'wah to the public audience. But if the knowledge he has is not qualified, then the obligation of da'wah is only imposed on oneself and the closest family.³

Method is an element of da'wah. Where this method has a very significant role in the success of the da'wah material it delivers. Because if the method used is not in

accordance with the needs of mad’unya. So no matter how good the da’wah material that will be delivered is not able to build an effective da’wah movement. Therefore, a preacher is required to understand the mad’u or object of the recipient of da’wah in a complex manner. So that way it can analyze more deeply, and can determine the right da’wah method to be applied to the recipients of da’wah. 

Likewise with the da’wah built by mothers, where the success of the da’wah that he built was inseparable from the role of the da’wah method he used. So that it can build effective propaganda activities. Therefore, the author wants to do a thorough research regarding the da’wah method he uses. So as to be able to send children of an early age into the trap of being recipients of the da’wah material that they throw. So the author gives the title of this research with the name Revitalization of Da’wah in Overcoming Early Childhood Learning Al-Qur’an Science at the Fathur Rahman Mosque in Catur Tunggal Village, Kab. Sleman, Yogyakarta.

So far, similar studies have been found, the first being Dwi Ulfah Setianingrum's writing entitled "Guidance strategy in eradicating Al-Qur’an illiteracy against street vendors (a case study at the Sakila Kerti Community Reading Center (TBM), Tegal City.)" with the aim of the researcher to. The results showed that the strategy used by religious advisers carried out at TBM Sakila Keri in eradicating Qur’anic illiteracy was a strategy of approaching the hearts of personnel using three teaching methods, namely; First classical method, second individual method, third peer tour method. There are two factors that occur in the BTQ program, namely internal factors such as cognitive abilities, past experiences, and time gaps and external factors such as aspects of guidance, facilities, and infrastructure.

The difference with research conducted by researchers lies in the objectives that will be the focus of the discussion. Tegal. Whereas in the research itself aims to describe the da'wah method of mothers in completing the Qur’an blindness in children at an early age at the Fathur Rahman mosque in the village of Catur Tunggal, district. Sleman DIY.

---

6 Dwi Ulfah Setianingrum, “STRATEGI BIMBINGAN KEAGAMAAN DALAM PEMBERANTASAN BUTA AKSARA AL-QUR’AN TERHADAP PEDAGANG KAKI LIMA (Studi Kasus Di Taman Bacaan Masyarakat (TBM) Sakila Kerti Kota Tegal),” 2021, http://repository.syekhnurjati.ac.id/5295/.
With the similarities of the researchers, they are both studying about teaching reading the Qur'an to people who are still illiterate in the Qur'an.

The second researcher, written by Main Sufanti et al entitled "Assistance in improving the ability to read the Qur'an for cadres of Aisyiyah twigs of Ngadirejo during the COVID-19 pandemic". With the results of the researchers in terms of collaboration, this program can strengthen cooperation between Muhammadiyah Surakarta university, TPA Ngadirejo, and TPA Al-Hidayah, in terms of the process of organizing Al-Qur'an learning activities it has succeeded in holding two study groups, namely Al-Fadhilah and Al-Hidayah with a health protocol, in terms of the ability of the participants, this program can increase the participants' ability to read the Al-Qur'an, namely increasing the volumes of iqra and surahs of the Al-Qur'an studied.

The difference with research conducted by researchers lies in the goals that will be the focus of the discussion. In this study it was only aimed at knowing the participants' ability to read the Al-Qur'an, namely increasing the volumes of iqra and surahs of the Al-Qur'an studied. While the researchers themselves focused on the study aiming to describe the da'wah methods of mothers in completing the blindness of the Koran in children at an early age at the Fathur Rahman mosque in the village of Catur Tunggal, district. Sleman DIY. The similarities between the researchers are that they both study teaching reading of the Qur'an for people who are still illiterate. With the similarities of the researchers, they both study about guiding Al-Qur'an reading to people who are still illiterate in the community.

The third study written by Absari, Ananda Salini Masita "Method of da'wah bil hal raudlatul aulad in early childhood in pandaan sub-district, pasuruan regency". Undergraduate thesis, Sunan Ampel State Islamic University Surabaya. In his research using the da'wah method bil-ha method. By using qualitative research methods with a descriptive approach, with purposive sampling techniques. Data collection in the field using observation, interview, and documentation techniques. The results showed that the form of the bil-hal da'wah method in the Raudlatul Aulad Islamic Boarding School is by

---

example which is divided into four parts, namely example in social movements, example in how to worship, example in speaking, and example in mahdah worship.

The fourth researcher written by Abdul Munir Ismail and Rashidatul Aula entitled "Da'wah Method of Banjar Tribe Parents Educating Children to Obey Islamic Teachings Sultan Idris University of Education Malaysia". This research examines the da’wah methods of Banjarese parents to educate their children to comply with Islamic teachings. The purpose of this study was to investigate the practice of Islamic values of Banjarese parents in raising their children to comply with Islamic teachings perfectly. This study uses a quantitative survey method.

In this research, the research found Banjar ethnic parents ordered their children to pray five times a day, trained children to fast, read the Qur’an, respected parents and teachers, guarded the boundaries of genitalia, guarded halal-haram food, controlled emotional stability, designed future of the child, guiding the child’s behavior and ordering the child to dress modestly. The implications of this research show that parents from the Banjar tribe are seen teaching their children to obey Allah, educate children to have noble character and obey Islamic law. The place used as research is the Fathur Rohman mosque, Cepit hamlet, Condong Catur village, kec. Depok district. Sleman Special Region of Yogyakarta. This research can dismantle the success of da’wah built by mothers using three da’wah methods, namely the motivational da’wah method, the reward da’wah method, and the singing and sima’i da’wah methods.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research is a qualitative research, namely a research whose theme is not obtained from procedures in statistics, or in other forms of calculation. The purpose of this qualitative research is to reveal holistic and contextual phenomena, by collecting natural data, and utilizing the researcher as the main key actor in his research. Researcher used phenomenology research.

The place of this research is the Fathur Rohman mosque, Cepit hamlet, Condong Catur village, kec. Depok district. Sleman Special Region of Yogyakarta. The subjects in this study were mothers and early childhood. Qualitative research is research conducted in the form of activities by observing, viewing, searching, and exploring scientific data or

information, which includes rational, systematic, objective, and realistic. While what is meant by method is a method used with the aim, to be used as a guide in conducting a research conducted by the author. Thus, research methods have an important role in collecting data, formulating problems, and analyzing and interpreting data obtained from the field.  

Then phenomenology according to Alfred Schutz, focuses more on a certain concept of phenomena, with its form of study by seeing and understanding rather than a meaning in experience related to a particular phenomenon that is being observed. Meanwhile, according to Polkinghorne, phenomenology is a study that is used to provide an overview of the meaning of an experience from several individuals regarding a particular concept that is being observed.

So through a phenomenological approach, it can provide disclosure in everyday life on the method of preaching mothers to early childhood in creating the Qur’anic generation. The reason the researcher used a phenomenological perspective in this study is because this research is in a social form so that phenomenology can penetrate the intersubjective world of mothers and early childhood. In collecting data, researchers used three data collection techniques in qualitative research, namely participant observation, in-depth interviews, and documentation. Researchers together with research objects, namely mothers in attracting young children to be enthusiastic in learning the Qur’an. Observations made by the author, namely by observing the daily internalization activities of the mothers’ da’wah methods, so that young children can participate in the da’wah programs that they apply which are packaged in the form of reciting the Koran at the Fathur Rohman mosque.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Da’wah Concept

The word da’wah is an absorption taken from Arabic da’a yad’u, da’watan which means to invite, summon and call. Meanwhile, according to M. Natsir, the meaning of da’wah is an effort to convey to every individual human being and all mankind the Islamic understanding of the thoughts and goals of human life in this world. Includes al-amar bi

12 Michael Jibrael Rorong, Fenomenologi (Deepublish, 2020).
13 Rorong.
al ma'ruf wan-nahyu an al-munkar with various allowed ways and media, as well as commendable morals and guiding his experience in social life and also state life. Then Sheikh Ali Mahfudz stated that da'wah is an appeal to believe in the goodness and guidance of Allah SWT, calling them to good habits and prohibiting them from bad habits in order to be lucky in this world and the hereafter.\textsuperscript{15}

From these two experts, the author can conclude that what is called da'wah is all the efforts made by the da'i in completing the possibility in order to create amar ma'ruf nahi mungkar. Where this word has a different but continuous meaning, namely amar ma'ruf, which means all actions done to order good activities, in order to get closer to Allah SWT. While nahi mungkar, means all efforts made to prohibit doing bad activities that are not in accordance with what Allah has ordained.\textsuperscript{16}

So that it can create an atmosphere of living conditions in accordance with what has been stipulated in the Qur'an and Hadith. Because these two books are the main references in life, both social relations, and relationships with Allah SWT. So do not be surprised if there is a da'i who carries out da'wah activities, he always brings the holy verses of the Koran or Hadith as the basis for carrying out his da'wah activities. For example, ustadz Abdus Somad, ustadz Andi Hidayat, and others.

So thus, the thing that becomes the basis for building da'wah activities is to enforce amar ma'ruf nahi mungkar. With another aim to be able to influence other people to be able to carry out the teachings of Islam properly according to what has been determined in the Qur'an and Hadith. Therefore, in implementing da'wah activities, it is required to be able to carry out appropriate activities that are in accordance with the conditions of the people who are targeted in carrying out da'wah activities.

This is evidenced from the early history of the emergence of Islam where the da'wah was first spread by the Prophet Muhammad SAW, by way of clandestinely among the Quraysh. This shows that doing da'wah requires extra energy because it requires complex analysis of the mad'u from age, knowledge, beliefs, and so on. So that with this analysis can determine the appropriate method to be implemented in mad'unya. In the end, it can build effective da'wah activities in accordance with what was done by the Prophet Muhammad SAW to his people.\textsuperscript{17}
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**Da’wah Method**

Method is a word that comes from the words "meta" and "hodos" where these words have different meanings but both are continuous. "Meta" means passing, While "hodos" means walking, effort, way. So from this meaning it can be concluded that the method is a planned effort, with the aim of none other than being able to achieve what is the goal that has been set from the start. While the da'wah method is essentially all knowledge, which studies the rules in implementing da'wah activities, with the aim of not being able to implement the objectives of da'wah to the fullest. As for the da’wah methods, there are 3 scopes, from Surah An-Nahl: 125.

اُدْعُ اِلٰى سَبِيْلِِ رَب ِكَِ بِالْحِكْمَةِِ والْمَوْعِظَةِِ الْحَسَنَةِِ وَجَادِلْهُمِْ بِال ِ

Translation:

"Call (people) to the way of your Lord with wisdom and good teaching, and argue with them in a good way. Surely your Lord, He is the one who knows best who has strayed from His way and He knows best who is guided."  

**Al-Hikmah**

M. Abduh argues that wisdom is knowing the secrets and benefits in every matter. Meanwhile, according to Ibn Qayyim, wisdom is knowledge of truth and experience, accuracy in words and experience. This cannot be achieved without understanding the Qur'an, studying Islamic law and the essence of faith. Therefore, Al-Hikmah is a determinant of the success or failure of a da'i (person who preaches) in preaching. How does a preacher understand mad'u (people who are preached) who have various backgrounds, education and social strata, so that all thoughts or ideas of the preacher can be accepted and touch and soothe mad'u's heart.

**Al-Mau’dhutul Hasanah**

Mau’izah hasanah can be interpreted as an expression that contains elements of guidance, education, teaching, stories, good news, warnings, positive messages that can be used as guidelines in life so that you are safe in this world and the hereafter. the more

---

20 Arkiang and Adwiah, "Konsep Dakwah Mauidhatul Hasanah Dalam Surat An-Nahl Ayat 125."
the better the sound of the call. b) According to people, the more the better the purpose, so that the greater the quantity of people who return to the path of Allah SWT.  

21 Al-Mujadalah Bi-al-Lati Hiya Ahsan  

Mujadalah from "jadala" which means spinning, twisting. Meanwhile, in terms of al-Mujjadi (al-Ḥiwar) is an effort to exchange opinions carried out by two parties synergistically, without an atmosphere that requires the birth of hostility so that the opponent accepts opinions by providing strong arguments. According to Mohammad Ali Aziz, there are five da'i methods that can be used by a da'i. First, the lecture method is part of the bil-lisan da'wah method, namely preaching delivered orally. The two methods of discussion, namely da'wah delivered by means of dialogue both between religious communities and among Muslim religions. This method is included in the da'wah bil mujilah method. The three methods of counseling da'wah are da'wah carried out by the preacher to his mad'u intensively. This method is included in the category of bil-lisan da'wah methods. The four methods of written work, namely preaching delivered in written form. This method is included in the category of bil-qolam da'wah methods. The five methods of preaching community empowerment. This method is included in the bil-hal da'wah method.  

22 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
The Formation of Da’wah for Mothers  
The da’wah was formed by the group of mothers because they saw the interest of early childhood to learn the Qur’an in Cepit Hamlet, Caturtunggal Village, Kec. Depok district. Sleman, can be categorized as bad. Because at that time the children were not very active in reciting the Koran, even to learn the Koran, even though they left their homes to go to the mosque to study the Koran. However, when they arrived at the mosque, they did not learn to read the Koran, but joked with one another, some said goodbye from their homes to learn the Koran. However, they did not arrive at the mosque but instead played around the mosque with one another. So this made the mothers take the initiative to preach by handling the Children’s Education Park (TPA), at the Fathurrohman mosque, as expressed by Mrs. Anik to the author as follows.

"Berdirinya TPA disini sebenarnya sudah sejak dulu, namun upaya Da’wah yang kami lakukan terhadap anak-anak TPA disini masih kisaran dua tahun lebih,  

21 Nur, “Metode Dakwah Dalam Membina Keluarga Sakinah (Studi Pada Kelompok Pengajian Di Kecamatan Jati Agung Kabupaten Lampung Selatan).”  

From the statement made by Mrs. Anik, as one of the members of the da’i who plays a role in teaching Al-Qur’an knowledge to early childhood. So the authors can conclude that the da’wah carried out by young women at the TPA Fathur Rohman mosque can be categorized as very new. Because from the statement made by Anik’s mother to the author it is more than two years, more precisely the da’wah movement that was built by the mothers at the Fathur Rohman mosque was established on December 19 2019, that means the da’wah was implemented by the mothers at the TPA at the Fathur mosque Rohman is still relatively new.

However, there have been many very significant changes caused by the mother-in-law's da'wah movement, starting from accelerating children's understanding of the Qur'an, courtesy towards teachers who have greatly increased, as well as the many young children at the Fathur Rohman mosque. , memorize the prayers that are read in prayer, which includes the intention of prayer, qunut prayer, iftitah prayer, prayer between two prostrations, i'tidal prayer and prayers about prayer.

The background of this activity is to see the reality that exists in the Fathur Rohman Mosque. Where in the teaching of the Al-Quran which is applied it is very less effective, due to the limitations of the marbot owned by the mosque, and the marbot of the mosque is still a student, so that the teaching of the Al-Quran which is implemented is very less effective. Because there are only two marbots, and added to the busyness of the course assignments taken by him. So it was from there that the mothers took the initiative to carry out a joint missionary movement, by teaching the Koran to children who study the Koran at the Fathur Rohman mosque. Of course, what these mothers do is very noble propaganda. Because what they do prepares early childhood by providing the foundation of the Koran. Because the Qur'an can intercede for its readers in the afterlife, as revealed by the Prophet Muhammad in the hadith of the book Sahih Muslim, as follows

اقرأوا القرآن فإنه يأتي يوم القيامة شفيعًا لأصحابه

Translation: "Read the Qur'an, verily it will come on the Day of Judgment to intercede for its

24 Anik, “Hasil Wawancara” (Yogyakarta, 2022).
From this hadith, the writer can conclude that it is necessary to learn how to read the Koran and how to apply it to the contents in the Koran. The Qur'an can provide intercession, and can prevent heinous and evil deeds. Thus, the da'wah efforts carried out by the mothers only want to implement the values of da'wah, without being attached to anything else, so that the next generation can be stopped by the Al-Qur'an when exposed to immorality at the end. increasingly rampant era.  

Mother Group Da’wah Method

As explained by the author above, what is meant by the da’wah method is all knowledge, which studies the rules in implementing da’wah activities, with the aim of not being able to apply the objectives of da’wah to the fullest. The da’wah method carried out by mothers in implementing da’wah activities in completing Qur’an blindness in early childhood at the Fathur Rahman mosque has four parts which include motivation, reward, singing. As expressed by Anik’s mother to the author as follows:

“Metode Da’wah yang kami gunakan untuk menuntaskan kebodohan al-Qur’an pada anak usia dini terdapat empat bagian, yang meliputi pada motivasi, reward, bernyanyi sambil menghafal.”

From the statement he made, the author will describe the da’wah method applied by the mother in detail based on interviews, as well as observations at the Fathur Rahman Mosque, Cepit hamlet, Condong Catur village, Sleman district, Yogyakarta Special Region as follows.

Da’wah Motivation Method

This method is carried out by the mothers with the aim of boosting the enthusiasm of young children in learning the Qur’an by providing motivation, providing material related to the success of scholars in seeking knowledge, as well as the benefits of studying the Qur’an. an. This motivation started fifteen minutes before the recitation activity started, namely at 03:45 minutes. And those who convey the motivation take turns according to the agreed schedule. As expressed by Mrs. Sinta to the author as follows.


From the statement made by Mrs. Anik, the researcher can conclude that the

26 Anik, “Hasil Wawancara.”
27 Sinta, “Hasil Wawancara” (Yogyakarta, 2022).
motivational da’wah method in arousing young children in learning the Qur’an is not only focused on one party but also carried out together. Therefore, the success of the motivational da’wah method is carried out on the basis of togetherness and cohesiveness for the da’wah built by mothers.

**Da’wah Reward Method**

Reward is a form of appreciation given to each individual for success in achieving the achievements achieved. Where this reward can be in the form of speech and can also be in the form of material. This is in accordance with what Rama Yulis said, that what is meant by reward is a gift given on the basis of good deeds done by each individual.

Therefore, the method of da’wah reward is a method of da’wah carried out by giving prizes to early childhood children for their achievements. But that's not just focused on achievement. But also a form of appreciation to early childhood children who have been enthusiastic about learning the Qur’an at the Fathur Rahman mosque as expressed by Anik as a mother to the author as follows.

“*Metode Da’wah reward ini sebenarnya ada dua jenis yang kami implementasikan kepada anak-anak. Pertama reward atas keberhasilan dalam menghafal doa-doa sholat, wudhu’ Kedua reward atas apresiasi terhadap anak-anak atas semangat yang mereka berikan kepada kami selaku penggerak Da’wah dalam dunia pendidikan.*”

From the phrase that Anik threw to the author. So the author can conclude that the reward given to early childhood children in the Fathur Rahman mosque, is divided into two parts. First, reward all children indiscriminately, as long as he comes to the mosque, and wants to recite, he is given a gift in the form of light snacks, which are usually liked by early children. Starting from sausages, cheese wafers, and others. Then for the second reward in the form of two thousand rupiah. This reward is given to children who manage to get star stickers on memorization sheets that have been given by mothers to children who learn the Qur’an at Fathur Rahman Mosque. Where to get this star sticker must memorize the prayers that have been determined, namely prayer prayers, ablution.

**Da’wah Method of Singing and Sima’i**

One of the tasks of the preacher that is no less important is to analyze the mad’u, so that the material delivered can be precise and directed. This has been done well by the mothers. This is proven that the da’wah method used by mothers to convey their da’wah

---
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material among young children in eradicating al-Qur’an blindness by singing and reading. Because early childhood generally prefers to sing rather than memorize. Therefore the da’wah method used by mothers is by singing and memorizing. As disclosed by Anik to researchers as follows. “This method of Da’wah singing and sima’i is practiced by every ibuk-ibuk involved in the Da’wah movement. Because they have been divided per class for their children. This is done none other than so that the material he conveys to children can receive enthusiastically.”

From the statement conveyed by Anik’s mother to the author, the writer can conclude that the da’wah method used by mothers in eradicating ignorance of the Koran, by using the form of a song, which is packed with hijaiyyah letters, prayers prayer, ablution, and short surahs. Apart from that, the mothers also apply the sima’i method, which is a method that is carried out by reading, which is then listened to directly by each person in charge, the mothers. Where are the details in listening to children about reading the Koran as follows. For grade one, Mrs. Anik, Mrs. Fitri, class 2 Mrs. Uswatun Hasanah, and Mrs. Alya, and Grades 3 to 6 SD are Mrs. Miftahul Jannah, Mrs. Srilestri, Mrs. Srjilah, Mrs. Endarwati.

Meanism in the sima’i method, children are told to spread out in line to wait their turn to read the Koran, if the reading is done well. Then it will be raised to the next level by recording it in a notebook. But if it’s the other way around, the notes in the book will be written by repeating. Because notebooks are given to each student to hold, and every day they must be brought to the mosque. Therefore, this book is used to measure children’s abilities. Meanwhile, the size used goes up or not in the child’s reading, judging from the wrong reading. Where if they read the Koran there are more than three mistakes, then they cannot continue reading. However, if the reading only has errors that are less than three then he moves on to the next reading.

CONCLUSION
Based on research conducted by researchers regarding the da’wah method of mothers in alleviating the blindness of the Qur’an in early childhood. So the researcher can conclude that the method of carrying out the da’wah movement is not just a mere formality because the method is a determining key in determining success in carrying out a missionary movement, even though it is as good as possible the da’wah material packaged by it however if the da’wah method conveyed by the da’i does not suit the mad’u needs. Then

29 Anik, “Hasil Wawancara.”
the da’wah material delivered will not be familiar and will be unable to build effective da’wah. Therefore, the preacher must understand the complexities of mad'u, to determine the proper method of da’wah to be conveyed to his mad'u.

Likewise with the da’wah built by mothers. Where is the success of mothers in building a da’wah movement, in completing Qur’anic blindness in early childhood. The method of da’wah that they build is in accordance with the needs of mad’unya, namely early childhood used three method motivation Da’wah method. They are motivation Da’wah method in metodh bil-lisan. Second, reward Da’wah method in metodh bil-hal. Third, singing Da’wah metodh and sima’t, this metodh as part of metodh bil-lisan.
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